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Abstract: Current studies report inconsistent results about the impacts of Saharan dust on the
development of African Easterly Waves (AEWs), the African Easterly Jet (AEJ), and tropical cyclones
(TCs). We present a modeling case study to further elucidate the direct radiative impacts of dust on
the early development stage of a TC. We conducted experiments using the Weather Research and
Forecasting model coupled with chemistry (WRF-Chem-V3.9.1) to simulate Hurricane Earl (2010)
which was influenced by the dusty Saharan Air Layer (SAL). We used the aerosol product from
ECMWF MACC-II as the initial and boundary conditions to represent aerosol distribution, along with
typical model treatment of its radiative and microphysical effects in WRF. Our simulations at 36-km
resolution show that, within the first 36 h, the presence of dust weakens the low-pressure system
over North Africa by less than 1 hPa and reduces its mean temperature by 0.03 K. Dust weakens and
intensifies the AEJ at its core and periphery, respectively, with magnitudes less than 0.2 m/s. Dust
slightly shifts the position of 600 hPa AEW to the south and reduces its intensity prior to impacting
the TC. Finally, TC with dust remains weaker.

Keywords: AEJ; AEW; SAL; dust; Hurricane Earl; tropical cyclone; aerosol effects; direct effect

1. Introduction

Over the eastern Atlantic Ocean, tropical convective systems such as tropical cyclones
(TCs), African Easterly Jet (AEJ), and African Easterly Waves (AEWs) interact with each
other, and they can be potentially influenced by the Saharan Air Layer (SAL) and its
accompanying dust aerosols. SAL is characterized as an elevated layer of warm, dry, and
dusty air from North Africa that usually forms from the late Northern Hemisphere spring
to early fall. Under the influence of the easterly wind, the air mass from the Saharan desert
moves westward off the North African coast and further spans to a large region in the
Atlantic Ocean. SAL can interact with AEWs [1] and Atlantic tropical cyclones [2]. Studies
have shown that dust particles inside SAL affect the tropical convective systems by direct
(radiative) effect and indirect (microphysical) effect.

The radiative forcing of dust varies at different altitudes. Within the dust layer, dust
absorbs the incoming shortwave radiation (SW) and heats the atmosphere [3–5]. Dust
enhances the longwave radiative (LW) cooling within the dust layer because it emits more
LW than it absorbs [6]. The total effect of SW and LW is positive in the dust layer [6,7],
although it can be negative at some levels. Below the dust layer in the lower atmosphere,
the dust LW radiative forcing is positive because dust emits LW downward [6]. At the
surface, the dust SW radiative forcing is negative because it scatters and absorbs the SW
and reduces the incoming radiation reaching the earth’s surface [8]. At the top of the
atmosphere (TOA), dust SW radiative forcing is generally negative over dark surfaces (e.g.,
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ocean) [6,8]. Over a bright surface (e.g., desert, snow, and ice), its effect can be positive [7,9]
or negative [9]. As a result, there are some uncertainties about the overall dust direct effect.
The refractive index of the dust, the underlying surface albedo, the solar zenith angle, and
other factors all impact the sign of this forcing.

Many studies reported that dust has a negative impact on the development of TCs.
Firstly, the negative impact is due to the dust radiative effect [2,10–12]. As dust absorbs
the SW radiation, the low-level temperature inversion in SAL is enhanced. Such increased
stability is less favorable to convective development. The warm temperature anomaly
also increases the vertical wind shear which suppresses TC development. In addition, the
sea-surface temperature (SST) is cooler because dust reduces solar insolation at the ocean
surface. Cooler SST is also less favorable to the development of TCs. Secondly, dust micro-
physical effect can be negative to the development of TCs as well [13,14]. Such negative
impacts can be explained by the convective invigoration effect at the outer rainbands of
TCs [15].

The dust effect on the development of AEW can be negative or positive in different
studies. Some studies showed that dust radiative effect negatively impacts AEWs [16,17].
The mechanism is similar to the dust radiative effect on TCs as explained above. Conversely,
some studies revealed that dust positively impacts AEWs. Dust direct effect increases the
conversion from zonal and eddy available potential energy to eddy kinetic energy [18],
and it increases the barotropic and baroclinic energy conversion [19,20]. Hosseinpour and
Wilcox (2014) [21] found that dust aerosol optical depth (AOD) is positively correlated with
the downstream AEW and negatively correlated with the upstream waves. Lavaysse et al.
(2011) [22] showed that dust can strengthen the west African heat low (part of the wave
system) by direct effect and intensify AEW and AEJ by indirect effect. Dust direct radiative
effect changes the temperature gradient and shifts AEJ to the north [23], and it strengthens
AEJ at the southern edge of the dust layer [24].

In light of the above discussion, the effects of dust on the development of AEW, AEJ,
and TC are still not fully understood. Firstly, as shown before, some studies investigate
the dust effect on these weather systems separately. However, these weather systems
interact with each other. It is possible that dust impact on one system could affect the other.
For example, if a TC is developed from AEW, and AEW is triggered by AEJ, it is ideal to
study the dust impact on all three systems together. Secondly, some important physical
processes were ignored in the models utilized in the previous studies. For example, Zhang
et al. (2007) [25] ignored the warmness and dryness features of SAL and assigned a dust
distribution and an average sounding profile. In summary, the non-linear interactions
between dust, cloud, and tropical systems are complex, and significantly confounds such
findings. There are still relatively few papers that focus on the impact of Saharan dust on
the early development of TC, including the evolution of AEW and AEJ.

Here, we approach the problem by first addressing a couple of limitations in some
previous studies. In particular, we elucidate the impact of dust within SAL on tropical
weather systems by (a) using realistic initial and boundary conditions of the atmosphere,
which can be obtained from existing global model datasets; and (b) using a meteorological
model that is coupled with an online chemistry/aerosol module to treat accordingly the
interactions between aerosols and meteorology. Both radiative and microphysical effects
are included in the model. However, we especially focus on the dust radiative effect in this
study and its first-order impact on AEW, AEJ, and the early development of TC. Particularly,
we use Hurricane Earl (2010) at its early stage as our case study. Its early development
consists of a disturbance and a surface low-pressure system over North Africa, a closed
circulation over the ocean, a tropical depression, and a tropical storm. For convenience, if
not specified, we use ‘tropical cyclone’ (TC) as a general term of the system when it moves
over the ocean regardless of its intensity. Given that Earl (2010) was relatively weak at the
early stage and collocated with dust, we anticipate that dust may have played a bigger role
in altering its evolution.
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The outline of this paper is as follows: First, in Section 2.1, we describe the coupled
meteorological model with chemistry/aerosol (WRF-Chem), including model domain,
initial and boundary conditions, and key model schemes (physics, chemistry, and emis-
sions) that we used for this study. In Section 2.2, we describe the datasets and methods
used for the model evaluation. We introduce Hurricane Earl and the experimental design
in Section 2.3, followed by the model evaluation of simulated meteorology and aerosols
in Section 3.1. The dust radiative effects are described in detail in Section 3.2. Section 4
presents our summary and discussion.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Model

We used WRF-Chem-V3.9.1 to simulate the development of Hurricane Earl and assess
the impact of dust within SAL on Earl. WRF-Chem has been used to study aerosol direct
and indirect effects [3,26–28]. Our configuration used the ARW dynamical solver [29]
and included the treatment of atmospheric chemistry and aerosols [30]. Mineral dust
and other aerosols, as well as their interactions with meteorology, are represented in this
model. This configuration offered us an opportunity to simulate a 4-D representation of
the atmospheric states including physics and chemistry simultaneously, and potentially
improve our mechanistic understanding of the coupled nature of meteorological and
aerosol processes. Meteorological initial and boundary conditions for the model were
taken from NCEP FNL Operational Global Analysis data. The boundary conditions of our
simulations derived from FNL data were updated every 6 h in the simulation.

The main model physics options that we used comprised of the following: Rapid
Radiative Transfer Model for Global Climate Models (RRTMG) schemes for both longwave
and shortwave radiation [31], New Grell cumulus scheme [32], the revised MM5 Monin-
Obukhov surface layer scheme [33], the Unified Noah land surface model [34], the Yonsei
University (YSU) Planetary Boundary Layer scheme [35], and the Morrison double-moment
microphysics scheme [36]. Choosing the Morrison double-moment microphysics scheme
was important because it is reported to be capable of representing the mass and number
concentrations of hydrometeors [37], which is critical in reasonably accounting for dust
microphysics effects.

The CBM-Z chemical mechanism [38] is used for gas-phase chemistry. We also used
the Model for Simulating Aerosol Interactions and Chemistry (MOSAIC) for aerosols [39].
MOSAIC is implemented into WRF-Chem [40]. This scheme treats major aerosol species
such as sulfate, nitrate, chloride, carbonate, black carbon, primary organic mass, and
other inorganic mass (OIN). Dust is considered as OIN in this scheme. The aerosol size
distribution in MOSAIC is represented based on a sectional approach. There are 8 bins, and
each bin has its upper and lower diameters. They are 0.039~0.078, 0.078~0.156, 0.156~0.312,
0.312~0.625, 0.625~1.25, 1.25~2.5, 2.5~5, 5~10 µm. Each bin is assumed to be internally
mixed, which means that all particles in each bin have the same chemical components.
WRF-Chem with the MOSAIC 8-bin aerosol scheme has successfully simulated aerosol
processes in previous studies [3,27].

The aerosol direct effect is included in the WRF-Chem model. RRTMG radiation
scheme has been coupled to the MOSAIC aerosol module to include radiation feedback
from aerosols [41]. Each chemical component has a specific refractive index, which depends
on the wavelength and the chemical composition. For dust aerosols, the default value of the
refractive index for shortwave radiation is used, which is 1.55 + 0.003i. The overall refractive
index for a given size bin is calculated by volume averaging all the refractive indices of
all the chemical components. By using Mie theory, the aerosol optical properties such
as extinction efficiency, scattering efficiency, and intermediate asymmetry factor are then
determined and are passed to the radiation scheme to calculate direct forcing [40]. Aerosol–
cloud interaction can be studied by connecting MOSAIC and microphysics schemes such
as the Morrison double-moment scheme. The aerosol activation and resuspension modules
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in the model describe aerosol size distribution and composition, which then determine
cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) [27].

Dust particles are mobilized by wind. This mobilization is represented in the model
using a dust scheme based on Georgia Tech/Goddard Global Ozone Chemistry Aerosol
Radiation and Transport (GOCART) [42]. WRF-Chem adopted this scheme for an ‘on-line’
mode calculation [3]. It has been a common practice to tune dust emissions to match the
observation through sensitivity experiments. In particular, the constant factor in the dust
flux equation can be tuned [3,43]. By conducting a simulation for 54 h in a small domain
over North Africa (10◦ W~10◦ E, 15~25◦ N), we found that the simulation with a constant
of 0.5 produced the closest match to the dust AOD from MACC-II. Similarly, the emission
rate for sea salt can be adjusted in the flux equation. The constant in the flux equation for
sea salt is reduced from 1.0 to 0.8 to match the sea salt AOD from MACC-II over the ocean.
Other studies also suggested that the WRF-Chem model tends to overestimate sea salt [28].

We used the aerosol output from MACC-II (Monitoring Atmospheric Composition
and Climate, version 2) [44] for initial and boundary conditions (IC/BC) of the aerosols in
WRF-Chem. MACC-II is a successor of the Global and Regional Earth-System Monitoring
using Satellite and in-situ data (GEMS) and MACC [45]. It provides the pre-operational
atmospheric environmental service of Copernicus (CAMS) now at ECMWF. MACC-II
has two main components. It uses the MOZART chemical transport model (CTM) [46]
(version 3.5) as its chemical mechanism coupled with the ECWMF Integrated Forecast
System (IFS). The transport and data assimilation of the species (both gases and aerosols
such as dust, sea salt, black carbon, organic carbon, and sulfate, among others) take
place in IFS, while the whole chemical system is calculated in MOZART [47]. The GEMS
version of the aerosol forecast from IFS has been validated against observations from
AERONET, MODIS, and CALIPSO [48]. MODIS AOD retrievals were assimilated into
the IFS to improve the background and produce a better aerosol forecast [49]. Following
GEMS, in MACC, a coupled MOZART-IFS system was built in which IFS and CTM run
in parallel exchanging information every hour. IFS has an 80-km horizontal resolution,
while the CTM has 1.125◦ × 1.125◦ resolution to reduce computing time with the addition
of chemistry. Both models have 60 vertical levels up to 0.1 hPa [45]. The model has
been validated, and its dust reanalysis has been evaluated over North Africa using AOD
from a variety of observations [50]. The modeled AOD shows good agreement with
observations spatiotemporally. MACC-II is an updated product of MACC including an
improvement of the MODIS bias correction [44]. Some numerical studies have used MACC
and MACC-II aerosol output as their model initial and boundary conditions to improve
the analysis [51–53].

In the reanalysis product from MACC-II, AOD is mainly from dust, sea salt, black
carbon, organic carbon, and sulfate. In this study, dust aerosols were converted from 3 bins
in MACC-II to MOSAIC 8 bins in WRF-Chem (Figure S1). Black carbon, organic carbon,
and sulfate were assumed to follow lognormal distributions in MACC-II [51], and they
were re-distributed into MOSAIC 8 bins in WRF-Chem (Table S1). Details on the conversion
method can be found in the Supplemental Material. For sea salt, on the other hand, we
did not use the output from MACC-II as IC/BC, rather we only used the sea-salt emission
parametrization in WRF-Chem. From our preliminary experiments, when the sea salt from
MACC-II as IC/BC along with sea salt emissions from the WRF-Chem parametrization
are used, the simulations produce significantly higher sea salt AOD compared to the sea
salt AOD from MACC-II. Some studies also found that MACC tends to overestimate sea
salt [28]. We adopted their approach in our model configuration, in which sea salt IC/BC
were excluded from the conversion.

2.2. Datasets
2.2.1. Meteorological Datasets

We used the data (HURDAT2) from the National Hurricane Center (NHC) to verify
the performance of our simulations in terms of track and intensity of the cyclone. The
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datasets contain tropical cyclone center locations, the minimum sea-level pressure, and
the maximum surface wind speed. For comparison, the position of the system in our
simulation is defined by the location of the minimum sea-level pressure, and then the
positions are connected to form the track. We used the definition from NHC to obtain
the track forecast error and intensity forecast error of our simulations (see https://www.
nhc.noaa.gov/verification/verify2.shtml, accessed on 6 September 2021). We also defined
relative error s f by calculating the percentage change in these errors over the baseline
(an experiment we picked as a reference) to normalize the forecast errors using the same
formula in [54]. That is,

s f (%) = 100
(

eb − e f

)
/eb (1)

where eb is the error of the baseline model and e f is the error of the forecast being evaluated.
A positive number indicates the forecast is better than the baseline. To evaluate the overall
skills of the forecast within a forecast period, we averaged the errors within a specified
time window for different experiments. We then compared them to evaluate the forecast
skills of different simulations.

The vertical profiles from radiosonde measurements in the study region were taken
from the University of Wyoming. They are used to verify the vertical structure of the
atmosphere in our simulations. The locations of the radiosonde observations are shown in
Figure 1a.
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the CALIPSO data. 

Figure 1. Panel (a) shows the WRF domain, the best track from the National Hurricane Center in
the US (NHC), and the locations of radiosondes. The numbers beside the best track indicate the
corresponding dates of the positions of tropical cyclone (TC) in August 2010. The box over North
Africa (15~25◦ N, 15◦ W~10◦ E) indicates the area where the horizontal averages of the variables are
taken in Section 3. Panel (b) shows the locations of the AERONET sites. The line corresponds to the
position of the cross-section at 1400 UTC 23 August 2010, where the modeled AOD is compared with
the CALIPSO data.

The FNL Operational Global Analysis data used as the meteorological initial and
boundary conditions for the simulations. Its horizontal resolution is 1◦ × 1◦. In addition,
it was used to assess the evolution of the AEWs, the AEJ, and the surface low-pressure
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system in the simulations before a TC was formed because the best track data were not
available during that period.

2.2.2. Aerosol Datasets

The NASA Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) is a global network of sun/sky
radiometers that is monitoring AOD. The version 3 level 2.0 product was used in our
study to validate the model forecast of AOD. This product was pre-field and post-field
calibrated, cloud-screened, and quality-assured [55]. The uncertainty of the AERONET
AOD is estimated to be between 0.01 to 0.02. Figure 1b shows the AERONET sites in this
study. Because the model simulates AOD at 550 nm, we interpolated the AERONET AODs
at 440 nm and 675 nm to obtain AERONET AOD at 550 nm. We noted that AERONET
AOD represents the total AOD from all aerosol contributions. The modeled total AOD was
compared to AERONET AOD at every hour as the output frequency of our simulation
was 1 h. However, since the observation time of AERONET measurement was not exactly
at the 1-h time (0100 UTC, 0200 UTC, etc.), we defined a time window (±30 min) every
1 h. An observation within the time window and closest to the 1-h time was treated as the
observation at that 1-h time.

The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) provides aerosol opti-
cal thickness and aerosol size parameters over both land and ocean globally [56]. It covers
a relatively large area that is appropriate for this study region. Similar to [57], in our study
the combined dark target and deep blue product (DB + DT) from Terra/Aqua Level 3 daily
joint aerosol/water vapor/cloud product (Collection 6.1) was used to verify the horizontal
distribution of modeled AOD. Compared to AERONET, the median bias of this product
was −0.014 and the RMSE was 0.11 on a global average [58].

The Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation (CALIPSO)
combines an active lidar instrument with passive infrared and visible imagers to probe
the vertical structure and properties of thin clouds and aerosols over the globe [59]. The
retrievals include the extinction coefficient, attenuated backscatter, depolarization ratio, and
backscattering color ratio data. It was used in this study to verify the vertical distribution
of the aerosol in our model forecast.

2.3. Case Overview and Experimental Design

Earl developed from a tropical wave that departed the west coast of Africa on 23
August 2010, as reported by the NHC [60]. It became a tropical cyclone on the 24th,
a tropical depression and a tropical storm on the 25th, and finally a hurricane on the
29th (Figure 1a). While its genesis was well-anticipated, many forecast models produced
northward biased forecasts: 377 km to 769 km at 120h [60]. It was under the influence
of SAL when it was located in the central and eastern Atlantic [60]. The combined Dry
Air/SAL images shown in Figure 2 suggest that the SAL signal was significant on the
west African coast. On 24 August 2010, the tropical cyclone was located to the west of the
African coast (Figure 2a). At the same time, the SAL was located on its north side. One
day later on the 25th, SAL extended further to the west, and it began to wrap around Earl
as it moved to the west side of Earl (Figure 2b). On the 26th, the ‘wrap up’ process was
intensified as the leading edge of SAL moved to the south side of Earl (Figure 2c). On the
27th, the ‘wrap up’ process weakened as the SAL signal around Earl was weaker, especially
on the west and north side (Figure 2d). Despite the weakening signal on the northwest side
of Earl, the Saharan dust was observed with the LASE lidar onboard the NASA DC-8 flight
in the environment of Earl throughout its life cycle [61]. Thus, it is reasonable to expect
that SAL might have impacted the formation and development of Earl.
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Figure 2. Dry Air/Saharan Air Layer Product from CIMSS/University of Wisconsin-Madison at
(a) 0000 UTC 24, (b) 0000 UTC 25, (c) 0000 UTC 26, (d) 0000 UTC 27 August 2010. The letter ‘C’ in the
figure indicates the position of the cyclone.

The model domain is shown in Figure 1a. The model has 57 vertical layers up to 10 hPa.
The horizontal grid resolution is 36 km. There are 376 (longitudinal) × 163 (latitudinal)
horizontal grid points. This domain covers most of the African continent and the tropical
Atlantic basin. Our main purpose was to capture the dust mobilization in the Saharan
desert, transport of SAL and dust to the Atlantic, and the life cycle of Hurricane Earl along
with the AEWs and AEJ in the region. Since we mainly focused on the dust radiative effect
on the low-pressure system, AEW, and AEJ when they are over relatively dry North Africa
at the early stage of Earl, this resolution is reasonable. In addition, a 36-km resolution was
used for computational expediency given that the spatial domain is relatively large. In a
future paper, we will report the results of using a 4-km resolution nested domain when the
system moves to the ocean where the dust microphysical effect is thought to dominate.

To conduct our sensitivity tests of the impact of aerosols on the tropical systems, we
first carried out a WRF simulation excluding chemistry. The model is the WRF-Chem
version with the physics schemes described in Section 2.1, but the chemistry options were
turned off. This served as our control experiment. Many previous studies simulated Earl
after it became a cyclone at 0000 UTC 24 August 2010 since they mainly investigated
its activity at a later stage [62–64]. However, in our study, we must initialize the model
much earlier to study how dust plays a role in its early development. Since the model
performance varies with different initial times, a series of experiments were carried out to
choose a suitable initial time for the control experiment. The model was initialized every
12 h from 1200 UTC 19 August to 0000 UTC 23 August. Each simulation ran for 5 days. We
noted that better track forecasts over the ocean compared to the best track were generally
achieved when the model was initialized later. However, if we initialized the model too
late, although the track error might be smaller, we could not analyze whether the modeled
dust influences AEW and the surface low-pressure system over North Africa. Conversely,
if we initialized the model too early, the simulation may have a large track error over the
ocean that is not suitable for studying the impact of dust on TC. We took the average of the
track errors and intensity errors across all experiments and found that the errors from the
simulation initialized at 1200 UTC 21 were closest to the mean errors of all experiments.
At this time, the AEWs and the surface low-pressure system were still over North Africa,
and the dust in the model had approximately two days to potentially impact the system.
As a result, we chose the model initialized at 1200 UTC on 21st August as our control
experiment (ExC) (Table 1).
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Table 1. The configuration of the simulations. Other aerosols include black carbon, organic carbon, sea salt, and sulfate. The
values in the start time column indicate day and hour. For example, 2112 indicates at 1200 UTC on 21 August 2010.

Model Experiment Resolution Start Time Chemistry Dust Other
Aerosols

Cumulus
Scheme

Microphysics
Scheme

ExC 36 km 2112 None None None Yes Yes
ExO 36 km 2112 Yes None Yes Yes Yes

ExDO 36 km 2112 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Two additional experiments (ExO and ExDO) were based on the control experiment
ExC, but the chemistry and aerosol representations were added to the simulation. They
were used to study the dust direct effect. Both were initialized at the same time as ExC
and ran for 5.5 days until 0000 UTC 27 August 2010. ExO was a WRF-Chem simulation
with aerosols (black carbon, organic carbon, sea salt, sulfate, but no dust) included in the
model’s initial and boundary conditions. In ExDO, dust and other aerosols mentioned
above were all added to the model. By comparing the experiment ExO and ExDO, we can
investigate the added effect of dust.

3. Results
3.1. Model Evaluation

Before analyzing the results, the model performance needs to be evaluated. We first
compared the model forecasts with the best track. Following the direction of the movement
of the cyclone, all three simulations had rightward biases compared to the best track after
0000 UTC 24 August (Figure 3a). We could not find the historical official forecast datasets
that included the forecasts that started at the same time as our simulations. Most of the
forecasts reported by NHC (OFCL) also show rightward bias tracks from 25 August to 4
September 2010 [60] (Figure S2). We especially note here that this is not a fair comparison
as they initialized the forecasts later than ours. At 72 forecast hours, our simulations had
smaller errors compared to the OFCL. However, the track errors of our forecasts increased
gradually with time. At 96 h, our simulations had larger errors than OFCL. The simulated
TCs were stronger compared to the best track data (Figure 3b,c), but the relative errors of
maximum wind speed in our forecast at 72, 96, and 120 h show that our intensity forecasts
were comparable to the OFCL forecast. Many factors may contribute to this overprediction.
For example, interactions between the storm and its environment (including the ocean),
and the cumulus parameterization scheme may have triggered too much convection.
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oped on the southwest in our simulations relative to the center of the low-pressure system 
in FNL (Figure S3). The low-pressure system at the surface was part of a complex convec-
tive system that had wave patterns at the upper levels. These waves are AEWs that can 
trigger convective systems over the ocean. They are significant at 600 hPa and 850 hPa 
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Figure 3. (a) The tracks, (b) the minimum sea-level pressure (hPa), and (c) the maximum surface wind speed (m/s) of the
convective system (including low-pressure system over Africa and tropical cyclone over the ocean) from the simulations
(ExC, ExO, ExDO), FNL, and the best track dataset. The numbers nearby the tracks in (a) indicate the corresponding dates
of the positions of the systems in August 2010. The labels on the x-axis in (b,c) indicate the times. For example, 2112 means
1200 UTC 21 August 2010. The time interval is 6 h.

Since the best track data is only available after the 24th, we used FNL to evaluate the
performance of our simulations before the 24th. As the horizontal resolution of FNL is
1◦ × 1◦ and our resolution is 36 km, we also recognize that this is not an ideal comparison.
Our simulations produced stronger low-pressure centers and leftward biased tracks before
the 24th (Figure 3a). The mean errors of the maximum wind speed in ExC, ExO, and ExDO
relative to FNL between 1200 UTC 21 and 1800 UTC 23 are 5 m/s, 4 m/s, and 3.7 m/s,
respectively. The mean track errors are 417 km, 430 km, and 415 km, respectively, in the
same period. The large track errors are because stronger low-pressure systems developed
on the southwest in our simulations relative to the center of the low-pressure system in
FNL (Figure S3). The low-pressure system at the surface was part of a complex convective
system that had wave patterns at the upper levels. These waves are AEWs that can trigger
convective systems over the ocean. They are significant at 600 hPa and 850 hPa levels. The
600 hPa AEWs in our simulation moved ahead of AEW in FNL and were slightly biased
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to the right (Figure S4b,c), which was opposite to the leftward bias of the low-pressure
center at the surface. However, when TC was formed at 0000 UTC 24, the AEW aligned
with the low-pressure at the surface and its track continued to be biased to the right. AEJ
played a role in providing energy to the growth of AEW. The denser streamlines in ExDO
indicate that AEJ was stronger than FNL (Figure S4). The position of the zonal average AEJ
in our simulation is similar to FNL (not shown). Overall, the locations and evolutions of
the low-pressure system, AEW, and AEJ in our simulations are qualitatively comparable to
the FNL reanalysis, however, quantitatively, their intensities are all stronger.

Radiosonde observations from three stations were selected to validate whether the
simulation can represent the atmosphere profile. Overall, the simulation produces com-
parable sounding profiles as the radiosonde observations on dry land (In-Salah station)
(Figure S5a,b), relatively moist land (Niamey-Aero station), and over the ocean near the
coast (Guimar-Tenerife station) (Figure S5c,d).

To quantify the impact of dust on these weather systems, we first verified that the
model can reasonably simulate the aerosol distribution compared to observations. Figure 4
shows the time series of the modeled AOD and AERONET AOD. As shown in Figure 1b,
the AERONET sites at Cabo Verde and Darkar are located in the western coastal region
capturing mostly the dust outflows (with intermittently high AOD), while the other three
sites are located near the Sahel region (around 15◦ N) where dust mobilization begins. Our
results show that the modeled AOD from the ExDO experiment exhibits a similar magni-
tude as AERONET AOD. The correlation coefficients are high (0.72~0.96) and significant,
which indicates reasonable temporal AOD representation in WRF-Chem.
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The MODIS AOD product can show the horizontal distribution of AOD and the
CALIPSO product can show the vertical distribution of the aerosols. The modeled AOD
from ExDO at 1400 UTC from 22nd to 24th was selected (Figure 5b,e,h) to compare the
MODIS AOD L3 daily product (Figure 5c,f,i). Since the Aqua satellite passed west Africa
and the coastal region around 1400 UTC, we mainly focus on the AOD comparison over
this region. Dust contributes to most AOD (Figure 5a,d,g). Over the north and west coast
of Africa, although the modeled AOD is underestimated, its distribution generally matches
the MODIS AOD. Next, we compared the cross-section of the dust aerosol extinction
coefficient to the CALIPSO product (Figure S6). The dust aerosol extinction coefficient
in the model is approximated by the difference between the total extinction coefficient in
ExDO and ExO. It is shown that the vertical distributions of dust and other aerosols from
the simulation generally match the CALIPSO data. At 1400 UTC 23, dust reaches 5.5 km
height, slightly lower than the CALIPSO data. Other aerosols are concentrated below 2 km,
similar to CALIPSO. The cross-sections at other times were also evaluated, and they show
similar patterns.
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In summary, although the model has errors, it can generally represent the large-scale
environment, development of the tropical systems, and the evolution of the aerosols. With
the model uncertainty in mind, we will continue to use the results from these simulations
to elucidate the dust effects through sensitivity experiments.

3.2. Direct Radiative Effect of Dust

To understand how the dust radiative effect impacts the convective systems, we first
analyzed its impact on the low-pressure system. The center of the low-pressure system
was located at around (20◦ N, 0◦ E) at 1300 UTC 21 (Figure 6a), and then it moved to
the coastline at 00UTC 23 (Figure 6g). To understand the dust effects, a specific region
(Figure 1a) (15◦ W~10◦ E, 15◦ N~25◦ N) over North Africa was selected to obtain the
domain-time averaged vertical profiles of variables from ExDO and ExO (Figures 7 and 8).
The time average was taken from 1300 UTC 21 to 0000 UTC 23 August 2010. We also
showed in the Supplemental Material the evolution of these profiles (Figures S7 and S8).
The rationale for choosing this region and period was: (1) the main part of the low-pressure
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system was within this domain from 1300 UTC 21 to 0000 UTC 23 before it moved to the
ocean and became a TC; and (2) 15◦ N is the transition zone between the dry region in the
north and moist region in the south, and dust emission source is in the dry region.
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2011.

Figure 7a.1 shows that the sky is cloud-free under 4 km. There are some clouds mainly
on the south of the domain above 5 km (Figure S9). The extinction coefficient difference
between ExDO and ExO (Figure 7b.2) indicates that the dust decreases with height. Firstly,
the SW warming rate is stronger when dust is considered in the model (Figure 8a.2) because
dust absorbs the SW radiation and heats the atmosphere. The maximum dust heating rate
(0.3 K/day) is located at the lowest level, and it drops to almost zero above 10 km. In
comparison, Huang et al. (2009) [7] and Zhu et al. (2007) [6] reported that the dust heating
reaches a maximum at a higher level between 3~5 km because the dust concentration in
their study reaches a maximum in that layer. The heating rates vary in different studies
depending on the dust concentrations. For example, Zhao et al. (2010) [3] found an average
SW heating rate of 0.5 ± 0.2 K/day in North Africa, while Huang et al. (2009) [7] reported
1~7 K/day in other regions. Secondly, the LW cooling rate becomes stronger when dust
is added to the model (Figure 8b.2) because dust emits more LW than it absorbs [6]. The
strongest cooling rate by dust is more than 0.5 K/day at the bottom. Increasing LW cooling
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in the dust layer is also observed in other studies (e.g., [7]). In comparison, the maximum
cooling rate is around 0.4 K/day in [6] and 1.5 K/day in [7]. Thirdly, for the combined
heating rate from both SW and LW radiation (Figure 8c.2), except at the bottom, the
difference of SW + LW heating rate is positive, which indicates that the radiation cooling
(SW + LW) is weaker because the SW warming effect by dust is stronger than its LW cooling
effect. The maximum heating is around 0.05 K/day. Other studies [6,7,65] also reported
such a warming effect by dust. In short, the dust impacts on the SW, LW, and SW + LW
heating rates in our study are qualitatively similar to other studies. In terms of magnitudes,
they are different because the results are influenced by the location and timing associated
with these profiles, as well as the differences in the concentration, height, and refractive
index of the dust.
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We then analyzed the heating rate due to the boundary layer process. The planetary
boundary layer (PBL) and the land surface processes are tied together [66]. PBL scheme
computes the vertical transport of heat, water vapor, and momentum due to turbulent
mixing [67]. As shown in Figure 8d.1, positive heating produced by the PBL scheme has
a depth of around 3 km. The heating is caused by the sensible heat flux from the surface
to the boundary layer during the daytime. At nighttime, the temperature change in the
boundary layer due to the PBL process is relatively small (Figure S8d.2). When dust is
added to the model (Figure 8d.2), the warming effect by the PBL process is reduced by a
maximum of 0.3 K/day. This is a result of the reduced sensible heat flux from the surface
to the lower atmosphere because of dust. The SW received at the surface is reduced when
the dust is added to the model. Such reduction lowers the surface temperature by 0~1 ◦C
in our case. As a result, the sensible heat flux is reduced. Other studies also reported
that surface net radiation and sensible heat flux are reduced due to the absorption of SW
by dust [68]. The temperature change due to the moisture process is analyzed through
the heating rate from the cumulus scheme and microphysics scheme (Figure 8e,f). The
heating rates from these schemes are negligible compared to other terms because the air is
dry. Figure 8g.1 shows the temperature change due to advection. The advection includes
horizontal advection and vertical advection. Horizontal advection will become smaller
as the domain size is increased. The vertical advection includes vertical transport of heat
(temperature) and the adiabatic cooling [10]. The advection warms the air above 2 km and
cools it below. If we consider dust (Figure 8g.2), the difference of the temperature change
due to the advection is positive below 3 km and above 5 km.

Total potential temperature tendency in the model includes the heating contributed
from the SW, LW, PBL, cumulus convection, microphysical latent heat, and temperature
advection. We sum up all these terms and show them in Figure 8h.1. After dust is added,
the cooling below 2 km is stronger (Figure 8h.2). The stronger cooling is contributed by
the stronger LW cooling and the weaker boundary layer warming after adding dust. The
warming effects from other terms cannot compensate for such cooling effects. Above the
boundary layer, the total heating rate is slightly increased. The total heating rate change
induced by the dust changes the temperature. The air at around 3–6 km height is warmer,
and it is cooler under 3 km (Figure 7c.2). Thus, the atmosphere is more stable and the
development of convection is inhibited. Consequently, the upward motion is reduced
(Figure 7e.2) and the cloud fraction is also decreased (Figure 7a.2). The stabilizing effect of
dust is also mentioned in [5], in which dust reduces the downward radiative flux into the
desert while increasing the heating in the atmosphere.

The vertical averages of the profiles we analyzed before are shown in Figure 9. When
considering dust (Figure 9b,c), the biggest positive force by dust is in the SW, with a
warming rate that is stronger by 4%. The LW radiation cooling is stronger by 3% but it
cannot compensate for the warming by SW, as SW + LW cooling is weaker by 5%. The
boundary heating is weaker by 5%. Advection cooling is weaker by 1%. The forcing caused
by the moist process is relatively small compared to the above terms, and dust also causes
minor changes. The total effect of adding dust is a reduction of the average temperature by
0.03 K.
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The sea-level pressure of the system is higher by less than 1 hPa after adding dust
(Figure 6, right column). The dust impacts are summarized in Figure 10. During the
daytime, dust reduces SW radiation to the surface by scattering and absorbing SW radiation.
It leads to the reduction of surface temperature. Less energy received at the surface leads to
the reduction of sensible heat flux from the surface to the atmosphere. The positive heating
from the PBL process is thus reduced by 4%. At the same time, dust also enhances the LW
radiation cooling by 5%. As a result, the mean temperature in the atmosphere is cooler.
Meanwhile, negative forcing at the boundary and positive forcing above it stabilize the
atmosphere, which contributes to the weakening of the low-pressure system.
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Hurricane Earl developed from an AEW disturbance. The origins of the AEW distur-
bances are believed to be generated by the instability of the AEJ over North Africa [69].
AEJ provides energy for the growth of AEW when AEW is over Africa. Therefore, any
changes in AEJ caused by dust may potentially change AEW. When the zonal wind is
averaged between 15◦ W and 10◦ E from 1300 UTC 21 to 0000 UTC 23, the AEJ core can be
identified around 600 hPa and 12–15◦ N, with maximum wind speeds larger than 18 m/s
(Figure 11a,b). After adding dust, AEJ is weakened at the core while it is intensified at
its periphery (Figure 11c). The changes are less than 0.2 m/s. The horizontal potential
temperature gradient is strongly positive below 600 hPa south of 22◦ N and slightly neg-
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ative above 600 hPa (Figure 11d,e). Because of the thermal wind balance, there is strong
vertical wind shear and thus AEJ is present at around 600 hPa. Looking at the difference in
potential temperature (Figure 11f), there is a cooling region north of 15◦ N below 700 hPa.
Thus, the positive temperature gradient is weakened below 700 hPa due to dust, which
may explain the weakening of AEJ at the core. We compared our results with other studies.
Real et al. (2011) [23] used the NASA GEOS-5 model to study the impact of aerosols
(mainly dust) on AEJ. They observed that adding aerosols increases the temperature north
of 22◦ N and enhances the positive temperature gradient, which leads to the northward
and upward shift of AEJ (their Figure 9). Tao et al. (2018) [24] found that AEJ is intensified
on the southern edge of the dust layer by considering the dust radiative effect. Both studies
observed a warmer layer and an increase of the temperature gradient between 950 hPa and
600 hPa (Figure 9 in [23] and Figure 11 in [24]) after considering dust radiative effect. In
contrast, the layer between 950 hPa and 600 hPa has a cooling region below and a warming
region above in our simulations. The change of temperature gradient is not significant.
The uncertainties in the dust radiative effect can contribute to the change of temperature.
They can include the size distribution, mass, composition, refractive index of the dust, the
underlying surface albedo, the solar zenith angle, the distribution of the dust, etc. These
factors are different in our model than their models. It possibly explains why we observed
a different change of temperature and then the AEJ.
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temperature (K).

Past studies have shown that, under suitable conditions, the AEW can grow by
drawing energy from the AEJ (e.g., [69,70]). Hurricane Earl can be traced back to the
disturbances at 600 hPa and 850 hPa over the continent (Figure 12). The AEW disturbance
at 600 hPa is traced by following its trough which can be identified as the local maximum
in the relative vorticity field. The trough is located at (2◦ E, 9◦ N) at 1200 UTC 21 (black
dot in Figure 12a). AEJ can be observed by identifying the dense streamline at 600 hPa
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around 15◦ N. The position of the maximum wind (indicating the intensity of AEJ) around
the trough is marked by the green dot. AEW at 850 hPa has a circulation center around
2◦ E, 15◦ N just beneath the AEJ (Figure 12b). The circulation center at 850 hPa is located to
the north of AEW at 600 hPa, and they move together to the west. This is a typical pattern
observed in this region [71–73]. AEW can grow as a consequence of both barotropic and
baroclinic instability [70]. The AEW at 850 hPa is positioned to the north of AEJ, which
shows its baroclinic nature because the strong meridional temperature gradient over Sahara
interacts with positive meridional potential vorticity above [71]. Finally, we observe that
once AEW moves over the ocean, the vertical alignment of the trough of AEW at 600 hPa
and the center at 850 hPa occurs, similar to what other studies have observed.
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Figure 13 shows the intensity of the AEWs at 600 hPa and 850 hPa. The maximum
relative vorticity is obtained at the trough of AEW (black dots in Figure 12) while the
maximum wind is obtained near the trough (green dots in Figure 12). Prior to 0600 UTC
23, the relative vorticity values suggest that the AEW at 600 hPa initially grows and then
decays gradually before it moves to the ocean. After 0600 UTC 23, its intensity has an
upward trend, indicating that the wave is growing by gaining significant energy from the
latent heat over the ocean. The intensity of the AEW at 850 hPa (measured by the maximum
wind speed) generally increases as it moves to the west. Dust has a relatively small effect on
the waves in the early period (before 0900 UTC 22). The positions of the circulation center
and the maximum wind speed at 850 hPa are also similar between the two experiments
(not shown). However, starting from 0900 UTC 22, the wave amplitudes and their positions
in the two experiments begin to show more differences. From 1200 UTC 22 to 1200 UTC 23,
the position of maximum relative vorticity at 600 hPa in ExDO is mainly in the south of the
position in ExO (black dots in Figure 12c,d). In terms of the intensity of AEW at 600 hPa
and 850 hPa, before 1500 UTC 23 the wave intensity in ExDO can be stronger and weaker
than ExO depending on the time. After 1500 UTC 23, the intensity of the systems is weaker
in ExDO, indicating that dust reduces the intensity of AEW just before it becomes a TC at
0000UTC 24. Since the AEW and low pressure are part of the same convective system, we
think the mechanism that explains why dust weakens the low-pressure system can also
explain the weakening of the AEW. Some previous studies showed that dust negatively
impacts the intensity of AEW [16,17], while some reported positive impacts ([18,20]). There
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is a difference between the dust vertical distribution over the eastern Atlantic and North
Africa. Such differences may contribute to the contradictions in the literature [20]. Dust
may also have different impacts on different stages of the AEW [20]. In our study, we
focused on the dust impact on the early stage of the AEW. The uncertainties include the
characteristics of the dust in the model (dust vertical distribution, size distribution, etc.)
and the stages of AEW.
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After the AEW moves to the ocean, it becomes a TC at 0000 UTC 24. The TC with dust
is still slightly weaker than the TC without dust (Figure 1b,c). The track forecast of the TC
in ExDO is slightly better than ExO (Figure 1a). We note that there are some studies focused
on the impact of other aerosols on the TCs over the Pacific [74–76] and the Indian ocean [77]
which could serve as points of comparison (albeit not on the same weather system). They
all found that aerosols have a negligible impact on the track. A possible reason why they
saw smaller changes than our case is that they started the forecast at a later stage than ours.
Because the large-scale environment flow plays an important role in controlling the track
of a storm [54], we assume that aerosols play a minor role in changing the track forecast in
their cases. In contrast, we started our forecast when the system was still a wave over the
continent. The aerosol may play a bigger role to influence the track of a weaker system.
Furthermore, the cumulative effect may contribute to a larger impact in our case since the
dust aerosols have already influenced the AEW and the low-pressure system for several
days before they develop into a cyclone. For intensity in our simulations, adding other
aerosols (without dust) increases the intensity error, while further adding dust reduces
the intensity error, suggesting that with such competing effects of aerosols, it is critically
important to represent them accordingly in model simulations. For comparison, most of
the studies in the past found a weaker cyclone after aerosols (including dust) were added
to the system. As a result, for the effect of dust, our result is consistent with these studies,
but for the effect of other aerosols, our result suggests the opposite. On the contrary, Jiang
et al. (2016) [75] did not find an obvious change in the intensity and track of a typhoon after
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adding aerosols to the model. We assumed dust might play a bigger role in altering weaker
storms. However, we need to conduct additional sensitivity experiments to further support
this assumption. For example, we can artificially weaken the storm by some methods, then
add the same amount of dust in the simulation. Compared to the original storm, if the
weaker storm is influenced more by dust, we may support this argument. This is worth
trying in our future studies. Finally, we need to be careful about the conclusion we found
here. Because the simulated tracks in our experiments have rightward biases compared to
the best track, the simulated tropical cyclone is closer to the dusted SAL than reality. The
impact of dust on the track and intensity might be exaggerated in our case.

4. Conclusions and Discussion

This study was motivated by the disagreements from the literature regarding the
impact of Saharan dust aerosols on the surface low-pressure system, African Easterly Waves
(AEWs), the African Easterly Jet (AEJ), and the early development of tropical cyclones.
We revisit this issue by using a reasonable model experimental framework to simulate
Hurricane Earl in its early stage when dust can potentially impact all these systems. It
was shown that our simulations can generally represent the synoptic meteorology and the
aerosol evolution and the distribution horizontally and vertically. When the systems move
to the ocean from the African coast and become a TC, the simulations produce rightward
biased tracks and stronger systems compared to the best track. The forecast errors in our
study are within a reasonable range compared to official forecast errors from the models
mentioned in the NHC report.

Dust radiative effect is analyzed when a low-pressure system is still over land. Adding
dust in the simulation reduces the SW radiation reaching the surface. The surface tempera-
ture is thus reduced, and the sensible heating rate at the boundary layer is 5% weaker. Dust
also increases the LW radiation cooling rate by 3%. Although dust absorbs SW radiation
and increases the heating rate by 4%, it cannot compensate for the total effect of its negative
forcing in LW radiation and boundary layer heating. Hence, overall dust cools the atmo-
sphere by 0.03 K on average. In addition, the reduction of the boundary layer heating and
the strengthening of the LW cooling by dust reduces the temperature below 2km, while
the atmosphere just above is warmer mainly due to dust SW heating. As a result, the
atmosphere is more stable, which contributes to the weakening of the low-pressure system
by less than 1 hPa before it develops into a TC.

AEJ is generated and maintained by the horizontal temperature gradient due to ther-
mal wind balance. In the presence of dust, the temporal-zonal averaged AEJ is weakened
at its core, while it is intensified at its periphery by less than 0.2 m/s. This is possibly due
to the weakening of the temperature gradient below 700 hPa. The AEW at 600 hPa shifts
to the south slightly after adding dust. Adding dust can enhance or weaken the AEW at
different times in the beginning. Around 9 h before AEW triggers the TC, AEW with dust
becomes weaker. Finally, the AEW and low-pressure system align together over the ocean
and trigger TC, and the TC with dust remains weaker.

The change of AEJ by dust in our study is different from other studies. The uncertain-
ties in the dust radiative effect might contribute to the different changes in temperature.
Then by thermal wind balance, the change of AEJ is also different. In the literature, dust
can intensify or weaken AEW. In our case, dust weakens AEW. The uncertainties in the
dust radiative effect and the stage of AEW are possible causes for the discrepancy between
studies. In terms of the dust impact on TCs, our studies agree with most other studies that
dust weakens them.

Many previous studies have focused on how dust impacts the tropical cyclone over
the ocean. However, from this study, we can see that the impact of dust on the tropical
cyclone begins earlier when a low-pressure system is located over North Africa and AEWs
are present above. To fully investigate how dust changes the behavior of the convective
system, it is better to study its impact during the lifetime of the systems. While we can see
that the influence of dust on the convective system can be complicated, we also recognize
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several limitations of this study. Firstly, the tropical cyclones in our simulation are biased
to the right compared to the best track. Since they are closer to the dust layer than reality,
the impact of dust on the tropical cyclone may be magnified. Secondly, we analyzed dust
impacts by comparing two forecasts (with dust and without dust). To determine whether
the differences due to dust are significant, we suggest conducting ensemble forecasts for
two groups: with dust and without dust. As a result, we note some caution in generalizing
conclusions drawn from this study to other cases, as we recognize limitations of model
representation of key processes and insufficient statistics from one single case. We suggest
selecting more cases in the future for a more comprehensive investigation of the dust
impact on these systems at different stages.
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